
November 17, 2020 

 

VIA EMAIL: (Anthony.Monaco@tufts.edu; nadeem.karimbux@tufts.edu)  

 

Dr. Anthony P. Monaco, M.D., Ph.D. 

President 

Tufts University 

Office of the President 

Ballou Hall, 2nd Floor 

Medford, Massachusetts 02155 

 

Dr. Nadeem Karimbux, DMD, MMSc 

Dean 

Tufts University School of Dental Medicine 

1 Kneeland Street 

Boston, Massachusetts 02111 

 

Re: Tufts Dental Student Adam Elayan  

 

Dear President Monaco and Dean Karimbux, 

 

We write on behalf of 12 organizations fighting antisemitism and supporting Jewish, Israeli and 

Zionist students and community members. We write to follow up on our previous letters to you about 

Adam Elayan, a third-year student at Tufts University School of Dental Medicine, who  posted 

violent and discriminatory antisemitic statements for years on his public Twitter account prior to 

enrolling at Tufts. 

 

Your administration has indicated through various private communications that “we are following a 

rigorous process and will take appropriate action,” but has yet to address if this “process” has been 

completed. Mr. Elayan’s comments specifically target Jews, Israelis and Zionists, call for violence 

against Jews, express hatred toward Jews and Zionists, and convey antisemitic conspiracy theories. 

While Mr. Elayan has since either deleted or made these accounts private, and therefore 

unaccountable, collectively these sentiments are egregious and unacceptable for a student aspiring to 

provide dental health services to the general public, particularly to Jewish, Israeli and Zionist 

patients.  

 

Furthermore, your pointing out that Mr. Elayan’s hateful posts occurred prior to his enrolling at Tufts 

raises serious concerns that your administration may be looking to wash its hands of the issue. As 

you investigate “what may have transpired in the time between the comments and matriculation at 

Tufts,” it is imperative to note that there are no examples of Mr. Elayan’s antisemitic rhetoric after 

2015 because that is when Canary Mission exposed him, prompting him to delete everything online 

and take the prudent and self-serving route of making his rhetoric private, thereby beyond 

transparency and accountability.  

 

Likewise, please bear in mind that his rhetoric included alleged tweets such as:    
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These statements are not evidence of opaque biases or misinformation. Such ravings could come only 

from a person with deep, conspiratorial and possibly vengeful hatred against Jews and Zionists.  

 

Finally, there is precedent for holding medical professionals responsible for antisemitic rhetoric made 

prior to their attendance at an institution. The Cleveland Clinic terminated medical resident Lara 

Kollab from her position after her antisemitic social media posts—which were made years prior to 

the beginning of her medical training in Ohio—became public. Similarly, based on these same posts, 

the State Medical Board of Ohio revoked Ms. Kollab’s training certificate, permanently barring her 

from practicing medicine in Ohio.  

 

We understand that people can reform their hateful views, and this may be the case with Mr. Elayan. 

If your investigation determines that Mr. Elayan has completely transformed, then we ask that Tufts 

require Mr. Elayan to apologize publicly and explicitly for his reprehensible rhetoric and to explain 

how he plans to rectify years of harmful antisemitic and violent rhetoric against Jews, Israelis and 

Zionists. Additionally, your administration should release a statement to satisfy the community’s 

justifiable concern about Mr. Elayan practicing dentistry and why this concern is no longer 

warranted. However, if your investigation uncovers no such evidence of personal transformation, we 

trust that you will take all the means at your disposal, including removal of Mr. Elayan from your 

program, to ensure that Jewish, Zionist and Israeli patients do not suffer harm by exposure to Mr. 

Elayan in his professional capacity as a dentist.   

 

Thank you for your attention to this critical matter. We look forward to hearing back from you by 

November 30, 2020.  

 

Sincerely, 
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